
STATE INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP - 2022 
Supplementary Tournament Regulations 

 
This competition is conducted under the Laws of Duplicate Bridge 2017, supplemented by the 
Tournament Regulations of the NSWBA as amended and these Supplementary Regulations.  
In case of conflict between these Supplementary Regulations and the NSWBA Tournament 
Regulations, the Supplementary Regulations shall apply. 
 
1 The Event 
1.1 The event will be held online using the Bridge Base Online (BBO) platform over two 
sessions as scheduled in the official NSWBA Program.   
1.2 Movements will be as provided by the BBO software, playing 2-board rounds. 
1.3 Use of BBO robots will be permitted at the Director’s discretion. 
1.4 Each session will be scored using standard matchpointing with scores being tabulated as 
percentages. 
 
2 Entry and Eligibility 
2.1 Players do not need to be members of the NSWBA. 
2.2 To be eligible to win the title of NSW State Individual Champion for 2022, a player must 
either be a bona fide resident of NSW or have a Home Club affiliated with the NSWBA. 
2.3 All players must have their BBO Username registered with the ABF Mailing List. 
 
3 Fees 
All players must have sufficient funds (BB$15) in their BBO account to cover the entry fee. 
 
4 Substitutions 
4.1 No substitutions are allowed. 
4.2 The temporary use of a system robot in cases of connectivity dropouts is permitted. 
 
Systems 
5.1 The NSWBA will provide a standard system card that all players are expected to use. 
5.2 Players may refer to their system card at any time. 
5.3 Players should be aware that BBO Robots do not adhere to the provided system. 
 
6 Score Correction Period 
The correction period ends at midday on the following Monday. 
 
7 Masterpoints 
Red masterpoints will be awarded at B4s level with a weighting of 2.5. 
 
8 Prizes 
First and second placegetters are entitled to a detailed analysis of any of their online sessions 
by a NSWBA State representative. 
 


